2019 American Fork Community Survey
The 2019 Survey was open from November 29, 2019 to December 31, 2019. It was available primarily online,
though physical copies were available at city facilities and mailed out to residents with their utility bill. The city
received 1,590 responses, which represents about 5% of the population, or 19% of the households in the City.
In each portion of the survey you will see "% Responded." This is the number of people, out of the 1,590 total
responses, that responded to that particular question.

Overall Quality of Life in American Fork
Overall Score (out of 4)
2016
3.38
2017
3.19
2018
3.23
2019
3.18

Fair
8%
Poor
1%

Good
59%

85%
80%
81%
80%

Excellent
32%
98% Responded

Top Reasons to Live in American Fork
Proximity to family

751
727

Safety & security
Proximity to school or work

492
486

Sense of community

Affordability

61%

900

1000

48%
47%

32%
31%

321 21%
309 20%
237 15%

Proximity to food/entertainment
High quality schools

Proximity to recreational activities
0

98% Responded
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Percent in graph represents the percent of total respondents, not percent of 100%.
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Top Issues in American Fork
Top issues to focus on over the next 5 years

960

Managing growth

Excessive apartment/multi-family units

585

37%

Ensuring a safe community

581

37%

458

Increasing taxes/fees

323

Updating the Fitness Center

272

Lack of affordable housing

196

Developing new parks and trails

0

99% Responded

73%

1152

Improving and repairing roads

61%

29%

20%
17%
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Percent in graph represents the percent of total respondents, not percent of 100%.

Time in American Fork
How long have you lived in AF?

How long do you plan to stay in AF?
0-5 years
15%

0-5 years
26%
20+ years
39%
11-20
years
22%

5-10 years
13%

20+ years
45%
6-10 years
20%
11-20 years
20%
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Demographics
Where do you live?
600

532

500

416

400
300

243
190

200

166

100
0
NW

NE

SW

SE

Central

What is your age?
500

406

400

343

300

300

270

206

200

100

2

19

<18

18-24

0

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65+

Quality of City Staff
Customer Service & Professionalism
Department
Mayor & Council
Admin/ City office
Public Works
Fitness Center
Cemetery
Police & Fire
Library
*% Responded for 2019

2016
3.0
3.0
3.0
2.9
3.3
3.4
3.3

2017
3.0
3.1
2.9
2.8
3.3
3.3
3.3

2018
2019
Responded*
3.1
3.0
95%
3.1
3.1
95%
2.9
2.9
95%
2.9
2.9
95%
3.3
3.2
95%
3.4
3.4
96%
3.3
3.3
96%
Ratings are 1-4; 1=Poor, 2=Fair, 3=Good, 4=Excellent
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Quality of City Services
Service
Library
Police & Fire
Garbage/recycling
Parks & trails
Fitness Center
Road maintenance
Snow removal
*% Responded for 2019

2016
3.2
3.4
3.2
2.9
2.7
1.9
2.8

2017
3.2
3.3
3.1
2.8
2.6
1.7
2.7

2018
2019
Responded*
3.2
3.3
97%
3.3
3.4
97%
3.1
3.1
98%
2.9
2.9
96%
2.6
2.6
96%
1.9
1.8
97%
2.7
2.6
97%
Ratings are 1-4; 1=Poor, 2=Fair, 3=Good, 4=Excellent

Return on Investment
I Receive Good Value for the City Taxes I Pay
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Strongly agree
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Agree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Disagree

Strongly disagree

Percent in graph represents the percent of total respondents, not percent of 100%.

2019 American Fork Community Survey
One Recommendation
What one thing would make American Fork City a better place to live?
69% Responded
Better Roads & Sidewalks

364

Control Growth

149

Lower Taxes & Fees

81

Traffic

68

New Rec Center

60

More Parks & Trails

47

Misc.

45

Better Internet

44

Staff & Management

35

Safety

34

Affordable Housing

27

Beautification

16

Improved Downtown

15

Business & Restaurants

15

Activities & Events

14

Green Waste & Recycling

11

Better Lighting

11

Happy as is

9

Sense of Community

7

School

6

No Internet

5

Improved Library

4
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The One Thing That Would Make AF Great
Topic
Better Roads & Sidewalks
Control Growth
Lower Taxes & Fees
Traffic
New Rec Center
More Parks & Trails
Misc.*
Better Internet
Staff & Management
Safety
Affordable Housing
N/A
Beautification
Business & Restaurants
Improved Downtown
Activities & Events
Better Lighting
Garbage & Recycling
Happy*
Sense of Community
School
Joke*
No Internet
Improved Library

364
149
81
68
60
47
45
44
35
34
27
27
16
15
15
14
11
11
9
7
6
5
5
4

Detail
Comments
Comments
Comments
Comments
Comments
Comments
Comments
Comments
Comments
Comments
Comments
Comments
Comments
Comments
Comments
Comments
Comments
Comments
Comments
Comments
Comments
Comments
Comments
Comments

Happy
Happy
Happy
Happy
Happy
Happy
Happy
Happy
Happy

I'm happy the way things are.
Wouldn’t change a thing
I think it’s great
I'm pretty happy here
It's great as it is
It seems very nice.
good
You're doing a good job!
We're happy here.

Joke
Joke
Joke
Joke
Joke

If I ran it. :)
Local Disneyland
Warmer Climate
Warmer Climate
Warmer Climate

Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.

Solar panels
fewer pickup trucks
Better communication from the city
Fixing city water pipelines
A longer route for Steel Days parade.

Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.
Misc.

Would provide more services to senior citizens.
Eliminating HOAs
CALENDAR in NEWSLETTER, show 6 weeks
No basement apartments
Somehow filtering or cleaning bad valley air
Don't turn off water until weather has cooled off
A splash pad
Modernize and grow without losing our identity
Keep history older buildings .....alive.....
Religious Diversity
Improved air quality. Utah as a whole.
Updates via text/emails
value
funds to improve disc golf course
better public transportation
More services
Better water pressure with irrigation system
More communication with residents.
preference to individuals and groups
Improve Forbes Elementary reputation.
less restaurants
AF newsletter advertise PARC-funded activities
better transportation services for seniors
a mail drop box closer to home
Freedom to use my property
no bus to Forbes long walk no sidewalks.
More concern for senior citizens
Stop dog walking on city sidewalks
Stop competing with business, rec center, golf
less ordinances/regulations
Involve residents in city meetings
Less stringent renovation guidelines
Inforcing city codes w/o being told.
We keep hearing about a water shortage
Fix the sewer system on 1st east.
promotion & support of veterans groups
Add ice skating rink
Rezone the city to allow accessory dwelling units.
Larger Cemetary
a community newspaper

General Comments
We support fiber internet!
Not having such a difficult utilities office, only city with this problem
Please enforce snow removal off road and trailers on roads. Enforce zoning codes. town looks terrible
issue some tickets.
The city should offer an opt out option for the internet as a utility. There are plenty of quality options for
internet without the city involved.
Do not keep moving towards a city internet. This is a scam at the residents expense. Instead manage
tax $ and debt responsibly.// Tell me why did tax $ buy the city manager a $80,000 truck when he drives
the city jeep? Looks like fraud! please publish the rebuttal in the city newsletter.
Better roads in down town and south west areas need better lighting.
Roads south of state street are an embarrassment.
Put a traffic light turn signal at 700 East and state street
Fix the lousy roads in residential neighborhoods.
I appreciate that you have tried to work within the budget (usually) without raising taxes.
Improved rec center/parks/roads
Would like the drain fixed at 571 East 300 North
Keep in mid seniors on limited income. You've been raising fees and taxes.
Wish the water city bill was smaller.
Many on the council said roads are a priority. I don't see that playing out.
Stop cramming as many new houses in as possible. It is ruining the city.
I've lived in AF for 43 years. I've been very impressed with its people.
Pressurized irrigation has been a bad & unnecessary service. The cost to the $50 million bind never
ends
I am very unhappy with the way that H.O.As are run. If you call complain, they usually never answer the
phone, they never call you back. They do not make sure sidewalks are shoveled in winter, especially in
front of mail boxes. They don't communicate well with the residents, and they don't want to hear
complaints. We need some kind of checks and balances on them!!! American Fork is the best city in the
whole of Utah.
With (parc) funds, do not use the old fencing and back stops on the new art dye ball park fields.
Keep being a small government- Focus on roads & not much else.
I enjoy the community programs. The kids and family programs at the library are great!
Develop a trail system that connects with Murdock canal trail and other (mitchell hollow, etc)
I would love to see support for electric vehicles; Charging stations at business, and frontrunner station.
We need to clean up this air.
Improved reservation program at the rec center. Reinvigoration of downtown and main street.
lets fix some roads
More charming main street. Less franchise store/restaurants. More unique restaurants and stores.
Irrigation water, charged too much for what we use
fix the roads
More family changing rooms at the rec center.
It would be nice if rec center positions were advertised in the city newsletter as well we've been looking
for 2 instructors for itty bitty since September with no results.

Please do not force us to pay for internet if we don't want to be hooked up to it. Please don't increase
public transportation. Please keep the streets safe for kids by not attracting the homeless population
with resources that let them stay here.
Too much high density housing. Make it stop! We love AF. Please stop the ridiculous In N Out drive up
line clear back to the free way ramp. How can that be legal?
Extreme misuse of financial funds. Just outside of alpine school district you take a huge chunk of the
road and put a ridiculous display of childrens statues. Who is this for!? What use is it? That moeny
should have been spent elsewhere. Just to name one.
Great job, keep it up!
Roads are horrible! My neighborhood has not been swept by a street sweeper in years!
Please! stop the building of multi-family housing. Too much traffic! Not enough water in the future.
Great place to live!
Make the pool/rec center available to citizens during all regular open hours instead of renting it out for
private parties and especially swim teams.
Stop building so many apartments, especially in concentrated areas of apartments
We love living in AF, we lived in Orem for over 40 years
We love AF, the closeness to SLC and shopping and family. Also they(we) need a nice new city
building.
would like to have a newspaper about American Fork either online or printed. You don't know whats
going i.e. who is getting married, who passed away, new businesses.
I think all residents should be required to recycle.
We need a better rec center
I know lower income folks need places to live, but I hope you'll manage the growth & make them
beautiful, instead of ugly rows of giant apartment complexes. Thanks!
We need to improve our roads and not keep adding people before we take care of this. Some of our
roads are terrible, that comes from a long time resident.
Very worried about this water shortage.
I love living here.
Fiber. Do not think residents should have to pay for telecommunications services.
So many cities around us have splash pads & amazing park toys. AF is a good sized city, why no
splash pad?
Stop growth near the Trax station.
Am Fork just has too many yards and homes that need to be taken care of. It does not make our city a
desirable place to live. Please stay on top of this issue.
Our city stinks from the sewer lines delivering to the water treatment. DRive the roads on the east side
and it stinks. The homes along those roads sink.
The fitness center needs more maintenance, and to be expanded, it is often packed
With the huge revenue in such a small city, you should be able to fund all of the necessities without
more bonds and increasing water bills.
We are compromising our schools, water, traffic and all services by allowing so much high density
housing.

WE NEED STREET LIGHTS THAT ACTUALLY LIGHT UP THE STREET, NOT THESE DECORATIVE
ONES THAT LIGHT UP A 5 FOOT RADIUS! WE ALMOST HIT A FAMILY BECAUSE THERE ARE NO
STREET LIGHTS ! PEDESTRIANS DONT HELP BY WEARING ALL BLACK BUT THATS THE STYLE
NOW I GUESS. A PEDESTRIAN DIED A FEW MONTHS BACK DUE TO IT BEING TOO DARK PER
THE POLICE DEPARTMENT SAID ! DON’T LET ANYONE ELSE BE INJURED OR KILLED BECAUSE
OUR CITY WONT PUT IN REAL STREET LIGHTS THAT ACTUALLY LIGHT UP THE ROAD! I know
you are aware of this issue because I take this survey every year and bring up street lights every year !
Every crosswalk should have street lights at least ! It’s just getting harder and harder for people to see
driving at night because of the LED lights coming at us from everyone’s headlights! Also was told
American Fork didn’t want street lights as they would take away from seeing the stars, OUR SMALL
TOWN IS NO LONGER SMALL AND WE ARE PASSED THAT POINT ! I’D RATHER YOU SPEND MY
TAX PAYING MONEY ON ADEQUATE STREET LIGHTS THEN REDOING THE REC CENTER,
STREET LIGHTS WILL HELP EVERYONE NOT JUST THE ONES WHO CHOOSE TO USE THE
REC CENTER !
Would like more information on the potential of city internet.
The drug epidemic is going to get worse. The division between classes is going to get wider. Tech
industry money is poison to Lehi and American Fork.
AF needs some fiber internet.
Your half hearted way of decorating for Christmas. The lights on the trunks of the trees show how much
effort you put into it. Even smaller towns like PG do their entire trees.
Some roads in AF are really bad.
I love AF!
Better announcement/communication of new businesses coming to town
Pressurized irrigation fees are outrageous and almost every road is horribly bumpy and too small.
the garbage/recycle are the best we've ever seen, we've lived in several states.
More entertainment places and places for kids to play instead of new housing.
No late fee should be charged for overdue utility bill, should have a grace period.
No more apartments or condos, the traffic and roads are getting too overwhelming.
We have the best High School marching band!!!
all the cities around here have lower fees and more amenities.
I have been livving at this address for 13 years and the asphalt has never been fixed.
fix the roads.
There are many places where the sidewalk is all messed up or no sidewalk at all. It needs to be fixed
for easier use be stroller, wheelchair, scooters etc. There are also really bad pot holes that need to be
fixed before they damage vehicles.
Stop building condos/apartments everywhere. Taxes are killing the community, that's why we are
moving.
Need to limit growth. One day we won't have enough water for our needs and we'll all suffer be the
restrictions you would be enforcing on us.
Lower Taxes
We need a new fire station
Fiber optics is a high dollar issue that the citizens of AmFork should be able to vote on. In my opinion
we should focus on roads first!
I am very concerned about these topics: 1. lack of appropriate cemetery space, 2. poor road
maintenance. For example, the asphalt in front of my house is broken up and crumbling. It has been for
many years. 3. Increased cost of sewer and water. Thank you for doing this survey!

There seems to be no real building plan other than fit as much businesses into each tiny spot. The
traffic is out of control, there's no parking, there is too many people in too small a city without the roads
space for everyone. I moved here to feel safe and there is always sirens now since all the apartments
have been built. I don't feel like this is a small town anymore. I'm very disappointed in our city council
and mayor for allowing uncontrolled growth of non family residents.
Concerned about the # of people that can live in a single family residence.
Keep government small & uninstrusive, & make the free market as free as possible (deregulate)
The AF Fitness Center used to have a web page to let us know the pool temperature. The pool often
gets cold over the weekend. I have no way to tell now when it's cold except to drive there. I wish they
could fix their water heater and post the pool temperature as before.
We live on Main Street across the street from the home for people are residing in camp trailers. There
are several vehicles that are not in operating order that are piled full of trash. It would be nice if having
them take care of the situation with made it a priority. We need to take pride in our city.
I am happy with the current internet infrastructure. I don't want to pay more for a service I don't need to
use.
Need better animal control.
Unreasonable zoning restrictions against accessory dwelling units. Please consider allowing people to
take care of their parents and family with dignity.
Cost of water is ridiculous, especially in comparison to other cities. It should be investigated.
I don't use the library it because they lose returned books. Never had a problem elsewhere. I am glad
you are working on the roads, but there is still a lot to do. I would like to thank the fire and police, they
have been really good to work with.
We need affordable housing
The roads are still a mess.
Enforce the speed limit better. More bike lanes.
Can't see the traffic coming by the cemetery, too many trees.
Too many residents need to clean their yards. Particularly on the areas around "old town". 2 times a
year the city could sponsor a clean up day.
God bless
Get murdock canal road done. We need east/west connector. Everyone comes down 100 east and
bottle necks at the tabernacle.
Great neighborhood, Very heavy traffic in meadows area. Businesses to concentrated for parking and
traffic.
Stay on top of your capital maintenance budget.
Many around us have cars on the street that haven't moved in years, terrible yards of clutter that are fire
hazards. We have tried to work with the city for years on these issues, but they have never been
resolved. Some cities in Utah county seem to do a better job in this area!
Don't require everyone to sign up for internet! Give them a choice!
fix roads, and please don not approve Airbnb rental in homes.
Complete the work on Art Dye park, taking too long to finish.
green waste can to put your yard care products in to be hauled off.
I appreciate water connection upgrades done in 2019.
People need to keep sidewalks free of tree and bush obstructions that block safe walking.
Great city, getting too big.
Start paving a little each year. Purchase an asphalt paver, hire 3 employees, this will still be cheaper
than the bond! The streets employees can do snow removal in the winter.

Everyone keeps raising taxes. Those of us on SS don't have a chance. You will make senior citizens
homeless.
Increased lights on roads
Help the state and nation understand we need to find a new economic system not dependent on
population growth.
Lower taxes, fix roads, too much growth. Too many people for what these roads and town can handle.
Its like I15 from 8AM -7 PM
We need green waste recycle & haul off.
Raise speed limit on 200 south freeway frontage road where no children live on the road. Also widen
this road, add sidewalks and bike lanes, and parking lanes.
Thank you for good E.M.T. coverage.
The fitness center needs updating. I find myself going to other cities to use their pool facilities. Roads in
AF are in need of repair as well as a lot of side walks. I've loved the improvements to Art Dye park. I
thought that steel days was well done. I thought the move to ART Dye park was a good choice.
I love American Fork, but the construction of new development south of the freeway is out of control
Housing prices are out of control for the value
Please stop filling every available space with high density housing
Street lights
Stop allowing people to rent out basement apartments. I moved here to a single family neighborhood to
get away from rentals. I am now surrounded by basement apartments. Tenants park in front of my
house and have No respect for my property.
Fix the damn roads
roads need help; stop putting in multi unit apartment housing
We moved here from Colorado and have been so happy with the quick snow removal on our road after
storms. So appreciated!!
Chamber of commerce is lacking... should focus more on building up the downtown area and
supporting small independent businesses rather than just catering to big chains
Our road system is not very friendly. You can't get hardly anywhere quickly because there are no 45
mph roads. You have to drive residential roads to go everywhere almost. Country and state Street. But
that may be done now forever.
It would be nice if the chamber of commerce was more affordable for small businesses (3 employees or
less).
There are some positions in the city where I feel our money is being wasted on 'good ol' boys' clubs. For
example, the pool scheduler NEVER responds to anyone including those at the Rec Center unless you
cc his boss, he doesn't work regular hours, and regularly foists responsibilities off on lifeguards. Why is
he being paid full time salary for less than part time work? There also seem to be a culture of pride in
the city inspection department where they make things unnecessarily complicated just because they
can- for example, one neighbor had to reschedule his 4 way because an inspector wouldn't wait 5
minutes for a blueprint to arrive. Another neighbor had to rip out a foundation because the had added
more rebar than the plan specified. Despite the fact that it would have improved the strength and
earthquake safety, they inspector made them rip it out and re-pour the foundation with the specified
rebar to considerable expense. That's ridiculous. On the plus side, the city council is generally very
responsive to emails and helps explain things when asked and the police office has been great to work
with in explaining their procedures as well. And I love the library's escape room games as well.

Why doesn't it listen to the residents, just the developers. Went against residents.

Why doesn't it listen to the residents, just the developers. Went against residents.
The new fire chief shows promise to guide the fire department away from bully tactics of precious. I
hope the improvement continues.
Neighborhood Road repair.
Please go fix some of the random neighborhood roads instead of redoing main roads that are in better
shape.
Theirs new construction in my neighborhood and it has been a nightmare, my yard and sidewalk have
been dug up and I have found no one to talk to about the repairs. Also are neighborhood looks like
crap. No one is responsible for cleanup!
American Fork needs access to fiber internet.
I am really against the idea of fiber optics like Kaysville is doing.
The roads in this entire town are embarrassing.
Street lighting & sidewalks really need attention! Try walking up 850 East North of 300 after dark!!!
Thank you. Excellent Christmas decorations, the best ever.
Road maintenance is terrible!
Better lighting on pacific drive.
I really do love living in AF!
Fix roads
Beautify sides of roads.
Love it here! But PLEASE don't increase property tax!
Too many houses/apartments close together and no parks for the many residents.
We have a great city, but 80% of our roads are in terrible shape. They all need to be re-surfaced rather
than PATCHED!!! NOT GOOD!!
Great job Overall!
Reduce the size of government. pass savings onto residents. Live within the city budget, like the
residents do.
How do I get an additional garbage can!?
Please suggest to In & Out that they get people through there drive thru faster so they don't block the
entrance and the intersection.
I worry about the growth and traffic issues that come with that.
I'd love for our city council to pass a resolution making American Fork a Safe Haven for the Unborn.
People being allowed to park on sidewalks here is terrible. For someone who walks everywhere this can
be dangerous with little kids having to walk around the cars in the roadways
Listen to what the citizens want and stop dismissing are concerns. Follow through with the promises
you made to us.
Love the library and would love an updated fitness center... we use it but it sure is old feeling.
Police need to ticket those running red lights at intersections.
The Rec Center is needing major attention and renovation.
I am against moving forward with the fiber plan as previously proposed. There also needs to be better
traffic control at the intersection of 300 W and Pacific Dr. At least a 4-way stop.
A better crossing situation at Pacific Drive and State Street. I love walking places and I live near here. A
scramble crossing would be great. Cars tend to not look for pedestrians, so maybe it all traffic stopped it
would help
Fiber optic lines need a separate vote from the fire department's fiber optic vote. It's NOT THE SAME!

More cross walks along pacific dr. Maybe even a light at some intersection
AF senior center - very good
new skate park near city center
please fix roads/sidewalks! we are excited about fiber!!
better and more police patrols needed. more police near Costco 900 w. more aggressive on public
safety and crime. stop overbuilding!! We don't want to live in CA!!
Pacific Drive needs a crosswalk!
you need to address the appearance and dilapidated condition of the major areas of "old am fork"
tear down and build new rec center with modern technology. so dreary!
I love american fork! thank you for all you do!!
keep up the good work - we love it here fro over 45 years
friendly people good mormons
The parks department does a great job maintaining our parks. we just don't have enough funding to
make them nicer. I'll be happy to see art dye completed.
be more concerned for the cost of living - we are one of the highest in the state. (top 10).
infrastructure should preceed development and should be the responsibility of the developers who
prosper from the development. the increased need for public services should be funded by the new
developed properties.
American Fork is starting to be known for its bad roads. Something needs to be done
it would be nice if you take care of our road like you require new and main roads. this road is garbage -a
dirt gravel road would be better than this shitty road that has never been dealt with in the 6 years I have
lived here. the rec center is garbage. can't play basketball at all, can use dive boards because of swim
teams. i see no reason to support this shit. 560 N 350 W
We appreciate all you do. Know its difficult. Glad to see upgrades to fire/police/rescue. Growing way to
fast for infrastructure, roads, schools.
The police dept. needs to have an FTO program for new hires. wayne bulkley 39 e 1400 n. 801-7631805
things are going good - keep it up!
Love Mayor Frost! Would like to see a better social media presence of him.
the first school crossing sign at 1500N and center is hidden behind trees and can't be seen by drivers
until they are on the 2nd sign at the actual crossing. I realize this is a neighborhood problem too, but my
concern is for the kids crossing to get to legacy elementary. We have talked to several people including
police who said they passed the message on to Highland officials - months ago!
we are concerned about the high density in the southeast by 500E and southwest by TOD part of town.
we understand builders meet codes, however, there doesn't seem to be enough/sufficient parking for
the developments. with many vehicles parked on the streets, it appears there could be problems for
public safety vehicles to maneuver in an emergency. High density seems to bring short term residents.
pool for individual swimmers is almost never available.
The city should stay out of the internet business!
The roads up by the high school are horrible to try and maneuver during the day. There needs to be a 4way stop at 500 East and 300 North to help the congestion.
Is there any way we could get a yard waste garbage pick up going like lehi has?
Focus on limiting the multi housing complexes - the increases in population if affecting the quality of life
due to overcrowding (ie traffic, water concerns, crowded stores and restaurants).

Please don't add basic internet fee to our city bill. hte bull is already too high. let the people choose for
themselves what options they want to pursue. I don't believe it will end up less expensive -but rather
force people to pay for something they may not want. The bill goes up but never down. There are other
ways for those that want a fiber network to get them. when groups of neighbors come together -it gets
done. it is better than forcing everyone to pay for something they may not need or want to pay for.
Please consider all the residents, not just those that benefit the most.
stop charging all taxpayers to fund the entertainment of a few residents who like to golf, exercise and
swim. sell golf course to private business or shut down.
Why does Vasa make a profit but our fitness center looses money? why continue with a golf course that
so few % of residents use and cost so much to maintain.
I would love to have a green waste residential can. I also think it would be worthwhile to send out a
communication about what is recyclable and what is not.
People are very helpful and friendly here.
Get a Code Enforcement Officer
People drive 50 mph on the road I live on. Never see a police officer. Drainage is a joke. City uses old
irrigation ditches and never cleans them.
I wish there was better lighting on all roads.. especially at parks.. also 700 by art dye is so dark. I do not
feel safe walking..
The pot holes are hard on my car. Very few stop lights allow a lane for a right turn only. If someone in
front of you is going straight at a light, you're stuck until the light turns green if you want to turn right.
This contributes to cars idling and pollution.
I don't think the city should sponsor fiber. And Kudos to Rob Shelton and David Bunker. Awesome
people.
We own two properties here and I must reiterate that freedom to use my properties how I choose when
it comes to short and long term rentals is foremost on my mind. Freedom of personal property is my
main concern living here with two single family home properties.
Dog park and parks
I love American Fork!
I live on Orchard Ave, the road has been in really bad shape for 10 years.
This is a waste of time, seniors always get shafted! City govt is a waste of time and money.
Difficulty accessing pool at rec center. Have youth swim teams build their own pool.
People who signal, drive the speed limit, do not use cell phones while driving, and do not leave cars
idling - even sidewalks and on both sides of streets.
too much dog poop on trails too many drug users/dealers
fixing ditches and sidewalks 400 E between Main and State
Please don't waste money on internet lines which would dig up roads and yards AGAIN. It would not be
worth it. Just repair the roads ASAP
The new carpet in the library is beautiful! Please fix the roads!
It's ridiculous that you haven't repaired 850 East between 300 N and 500 N. You've put it off for over 10
years, it's time to fix this excuse of a road. Now!!
Make sure get stop light [...?...]
Fix roads
I don't feel the city uses tax revenue wisely.
As seniors on a fixed income we feel pressure from tax increases, utility costs, etc. We have always
been independant and able to meet our own needs. We have never drawn on any kind of welfare and
have no desire to do so.
1. Please don't charge seniors the fee for internet that we don't subscribe to, we NEVER get a raise! 2.
Roads should be #1 priority, not parks.

You spent the money bonded for repair of roads on other things - people remember!
The library spends too much money on novels, for this reason I go to the Orem Library
Just too congested, trying to grow too big.
There should be a traffic light placed at the top of the hill on 600 North and 100 East before someone is
killed in a bad accident. It's a most difficult intersection because of poor visibility for vehicles trying to
cross the Knob Hill highway at 100 East.
There are several roads leading to churches that are the worst and bumpiest in town. Please drive
around and see.
Lower taxes Also - reinstate curbside tree pickup again! Not everyone has a truck to haul a tree!
I don't like closed-door sessions, taxes added every year, no say in park/recreation. Let the people who
are trying to repopulate the earth pay more school taxes, why should our taxes pay for 8-10 children if
they can't afford them don't have them. It's not our job as taxpayers to pay for their children and the
taxes really hurt the elderly. I don't see them out there playing pickleball but I do see them without food,
electricity and medicine.
I have lived in AF for 23 years and have never had a negative experience with any city official. Except
for the roads, I think the city is doing well.
What has happened to our symphony? Our Messiah Sing in? I miss that terribly! Our adult plays, etc.?
There is no need to make AF the apartment and high-density capitol of the state. Our city officials need
to be cautious and recognize it's over-building and going to cause major issues and problems such as
too much traffic on narrow, poorly-maintained roads, posing safety issues. AF may have been a
desirable place to live but is losing its appeal fast, and the road to the Front Runner station is a joke.
Better maintenance of roads
Water Use Billing
These new apartments are way over priced no privacy between apts poor construction need better
sound proofing between apt
Thank you for all the good that is done always things to improve
roads a problem
Property taxes in American Fork are higher than Alpine yet city services are less. The city should focus
on quality of life issues: planning for growth, better roads and providing good value to citizens for
property and sales taxes paid by citizens.
Trailers & RV campers in driveways are not safe and look terrible.
The old Harrington school is an eyesore and needs to be removed.
Repair roads instead of keep tearing them up when they tear up roads, it should be repaired in the cost.
Rember seniors made AF what it is & should not be penalized by raising taxes & cost of utilities, fixed
income doesn't allow for this.
Keep up your good work!
Planning seems focused on Central AF with little on non-central areas.
Would like to see a 10-year road plan
Look at new ways to do the roads, you fix one then dig it up again.
Fix roads, hire a few more police
the speed at which people travel on Storrs Ave. is horrible and nothing gets done about it. I've only seen
police down here at the slowest times of the day. Nobody gives a darn about the speed limit, their might
as well not be one!
I am concerned about all the multi family units.
I think they need to put a limit on how many terms councilmen serve. It shouldn't be a career!!!
We want fiber internet.

Keep up standards for growth
I never understand why my water bill goes up and down. Also too many apartment buildings. Traffic is
becoming a joke!
I do not want to pay a $11 fee for services I do not intend to use! I have my own ISP
I've lived here my whole life; Its wonderful; a town with memories; love it; growing too fast. A place to
raise families
I was born and raised in AF, left for work, returned at retirement.
Living in a 55 community - planning people from city approved inadequate parking and narrows roads!
Very poor
We love the city - love the community feel - love Steel Days But we need to fix the roads, and try to
figure out afforable housing for our young people and non home owners. Also we need a Bath Room at
the cemetary. It is not user friendly - And they water during the day time which sucks, many times we
have gone there to visit loved ones and can't because the sprinklers are on. They need to water
cemetary after dark when noone is up there. Thank you for your time.
We don't need any more high-density housing.
Thank you!
Get the roads fixed! Forget the parks & trails
More bus service to the Frontrunner and improving road to station! It is very dangerous for Frontrunner
users! No sidewalks! No lights! Narrow one lane each way. Extremely unsafe for UTA riders.
Pedestrians and bicycle riders to/from FR station risk their life to use FR , the only efficient way to get to
SLC. This is wrong & needs immediate attn! Prop. taxes are very high (almost 2000/yr for me). Please
widen/fix roads to FR before someone is killed!! Put in sidewalks, street lights, visible road markings,
etc. The condition of both roads (coming from underneath the little bridge and from fwy) At night it is
pitch black, farm fields, crappy sign directions, etc. VERY UNSAFE for UTA riders. A disgrace to AF
City IMHO. The fitness center is old and ugly. Thank you.
Listen to the concerns of citizens before developers.
We are blessed to live in AmFork, UT.
Repave Center Street
I am disappointed in A.F. in there management of are taxes I like to think that I am getting what I pay for
at a fair value and not paying for something and get nothing that I need or want. Like the internet fee.
Speed & noise is a problem
High speed internet project waste of time & money. See Wall Street Journal article on high speed
internet! Also consider that many 55+ communities are locked into long-term contracts for TV & internet
service. Not fair to increase utility fees for people on fixed incomes who won't be able to take advantage
of service!
Please have the mayor and council visit the south side to see road conditions there
No more high density housing! Not enough schools, roads, safety, long term plan for all those extra
people. Worried about congestion and too much growth without long term plans. Clean up railroad track
areas. I know...money needed for all this...shout out to our police, fire, EMT, first responders!!!
Beauty and repair. We need programs to fix up old buildings, and homes. We need more trees and
plants to beautify things.
Moving Steel Days to Dye Park was fantastic! * Love the lights and holiday decor!
Let’s make our Main Street more inviting and pleasing to the eye.
Please help make the sidewalks wheelchair friendly for everyone's safety
Repair roads and install sidewalks.

No fiber
Please don't force me to use the new fiber optic internet....
Just moved here and the roads are so bad compared to Orem!
I'm concerned that we lost track of the plans for the trails around Hunter Park. Plans were made for
boardwalks in some of the wetland areas as well as paths around the park perimeter. I recognize that
we can't acquire some of the land, but a lot is still available. When we opened up the bridge going
under 1120 N. the intent was that major traffic would be moving through that are southward. The safety
of that design required the use of that passage. Instead, we're getting a less desirable element down
there because there are no trails to bring the public into that area (and discourage that element). The
park plans originally drawn up had wonderful ideas for courts and bathrooms as well as a great path
system. I think some resources could be directed to this project to improve the safety of this area.
There are not NEARLY enough street lights! It's ridiculous how dark it is in American Fork at night.
Other cities I have visited in Utah don't seem to have this problem.
Internet has been disappointing. Speed is good in the day, but terrible at night. I don't think AF should
be involved in providing internet, because it is a huge commitment that they cannot keep up with, and
they cannot keep ahead of technology. When 5G comes to AF, there will be no need for AF Connect.
SLOW the growth in SW AF. We CAN'T handle it! FIX the roads.
We really need a Smiths Marketplace here in town and we pay WAY TOO much for H2O here!
Time to update the fitness center equipment and a good deep clean. Very dated
I'm concerned about the number of new homes being constructed and the impact on the already
overcrowded roads.
I don't like the idea of adding high density housing to our city like Pleasant Grove has done.
Don't force people to pay for the fiber net I work from home and have had issues with fiber which
forced me to get xfininty so i will be paying for two Internets.
The roads need serious attention. Quit wasting money on conceptual pictures of the city
Need a good Code Enforcement Officer
The city should not be competing with private enterprise in providing internet or any other product of
service.
We need a bona fide brick and mortar bookstore!
Bigger Fitness Center
Putting a flashing speed limit sign on 700 North by where the high schoolers cross. So it’s safer for
everyone
I live in South Point and enjoy the community and knowing my neighbors, park, dog parks awesome
Glad the new fire station passed
I would like to see Main Street revitalized with more shops/restaurants with walkability. Businesses are
too strung out from one side of town to the other side of town. It would be nice to see it fixed up. Also,
the fitness center needs updated. Trying to park to go there is terrible!
I don’t see a need for city-sponsored fiber Internet network.
Please add sound barrier next to the freeway adjacent to the harbor road
Great job! We love it here
Glad to see enforcement finally cracked down on some of the horrid hoarder houses in my area.
Please crack the whip. They are ruining property values and need to clean up their filthy acts.
Please slow down the development. It is too much!

My father was Mayor of Cottonwood Heights for 12 years and he and his council managed to find ways
to pay for things without constantly hiking taxes and fees. Our city needs to do the same! I also was
not impressed with the Lighthub Fiber meetings. I attended 2 of the 3 and all I took away was the
council Justifying and defending their stance and felt the decision was already made. Even though the
law states no vote is required by the citizens, why not do that anyway and if it passes anyway, nobody
can complain if they chose not to vote.
I moved from Colorado to American Fork. the roads are so bad and they seem to be bad most
everywhere. I paid $19,000. for a building permit and for that I GET REALLY BAD ROADS.
road repairs, 200 west is horrible
I am pleased with the way American Fork is trying to expand, but I worry that they are making
concessions with the TOD that will impact the future of the city if they do. The city needs to follow the
established city ordinances regardless to what development wants to come into the city. The Public
Safety departments are top notch, however I believe they need more support in recruiting and retaining
those employees that are comparable to the Salt Lake Valley. The Citizens of American Fork deserve to
continue being a safe community, and that is only obtainable with providing them the benefits that the
bigger cities provide. I appreciate the cities fiscal responsibility as of late, and I know that when it comes
to raising taxes that will have a benefit. I am opposed to the cities thinking they need to provide fiber. I
think the city should partner with a reputable company like Google to provide that service. I will not
participate in the city fiber even if it is implemented.
Don’t add fiber/basic internet fee to our city bill. The bill is already very high in Utah County. There are
other means to secure fast internet than forcing everyone to pay for something they might not want to
buy.
We live near Art Dye Park and enjoy the many activities and concerts in the park. However, the noise
level for "Fork Fest" dramatically exceeds the city code for noise in AF. The multi stage concert sound
check begins at 7am and the window vibrating noise in our home ends after their agreed cut off time.
They finally pack up at about 2am. This is 14 hours of noise, lights and traffic in our neighborhood. This
is extremely unfair to families, especially with small children as this is by far the longest and loudest
event that happens in the park. No one is watching out for the neighbors and tax payers of AF. This is
an outside city event that is not being monitored and should be held to city codes. The neighbors in the
area would be extremely thankful if the city monitored this as it gets bigger every year. Thank you.
all the new development lacks charater; too much high denisty housing
Resurface the neighborhood roads!
We live by Art Dye park and that is an awesome area. Love that they brought the Steel Days carnival
there. Much more space and parking available. The improvements to the park are great and hope they
can be finished quickly.
Restaurants are too small and do not have adequate parking (this is the fault of the planning and zoning
and the city council approvals), the Fire Marshall is arrogant and difficult to work with, The police worry
TOO MUCH about minor traffic violations to the exclusion of more important concerns, traffic is
ridiculous, there is no diversity in the population or on the city council and other leadership positions
(women and minorities), the city council needs to keep church and state separate and not follow the
lead of other cities that make resolution about abortion and marijuana use
I think public safety is doing a great job. I’ve never had a bad experience with a city employee. Just wish
there were better trails and recreation close so I did have it go to other cities.
Please put lights at skatepark. Our whole family ages 48,28, 19, 12, and 7 years old go together and
would like to go after 5 in the winter when it’s nice
Get a new police chief!!!!!!!!!!!

Traffic and overcrowding/development have significantly degraded the joy of living here.
Quit building condo, apartments and businesses. AF is starting to get "too busy".
Managing our budget with more accountability. DO NOT make Light Hub fiber mandatory!
I really appreciated listening to those seeking re-election to the city council. I appreciate the work that
our council and mayor do and thank them for their thorough attention and service to our city.
Tired of being over billed on my water bill!!!!!!
I wish parks that have swings would also add a baby swing for little ones, only a few of the parks have
these, which is surprising considering all the families with young children that live here
I love this town. My wife grew up here. We've lived here since we got married 29 years ago. I'd like to
live here the rest of my life, if it will be possible to get to my house in the future. The ROADS have got
to be fixed. You should try to drive the speed limit (25 mph) on 1340 N. It's like a roller coaster! One of
the fast, jerky ones! And hundreds of people drive there to get to and from Legacy Elementary every
day. FIX THE ROADS!
Your high density buildings are eventually going to turn into ghetto's and slums. It would be nice to see
contractors building modest starter homes that people can afford, and if the city is build out, leave it built
out, i don't see any benefit to the community from the additional tax revenue your receiving.
Please enforce citations on 540 west, it’s on 25 mph and people are constantly driving WAY over,
sometimes 50. Also enforce dogs running loose, non stop barking dogs and homes that exceed the limit
of animals. Thank you
I really believe that American Fork is ruined now. I've lived here over 45 years and what made it so
appealing was the small town atmosphere yet being within reach of the city. The superfluity of
apartments and high density housing has caused serious overcrowding everywhere one goes, the
roads are not made to accommodate the influx of people and vehicles pouring onto them, the lack of
decent air quality saddens me. Worse is that it's all too late to stem the tide of ugly dwellings that erupt
daily. I don't like it here anymore. I would move if I could.
Concerned about the quality of city services for all the high density housing
Increase the speed limit on 700 North between North County Blvd and 200 East.
The lack of snow removal is a major downside for living here. In the 3 years I've lived here, I have only
seen one snow plow on my street. The major streets also rarely get plowed, let alone salted/sanded to
help with slipping. I know AF doesn't get a ton of snow, but we still deserve to feel safe while driving
around on the icy roads.
Thanks for everything you do
Fix the roads. Better pay and support for our police and fire.
Please also fund the fire stations that we need along with police needs. We need to put more money
into programs that really make a difference. We don’t need another park to maintain we need a safe
community, better roads and better city planning. If someone wants to build something here, we need to
make sure we have the ability to handle that growth from utilities to roads to safety. I live in the south
end of town and we have a ton of multi family living but no good roads that are just getting worse with
the increased traffic. I also understand that there is not really enough water pressure and potentially
other utilities to sustain that growth. Please make smarter decisions about when and how we grow our
community. No one wins if we just dig a Bigger hole for ourselves.
Keep taxes reasonably low
Rezone south of Main street, so that developers can remodel/rebuild old town. Also, increase City Sales
and Business taxes to alleviate burden on property taxes. City Internet proposal needs to pass/be
revisited

We love the cultural arts and music activities in American fork
Fix the roads in some of the older neighborhoods
Lower taxes!!!
We need more open green area and parks in the north side of the city.
Should be a required 3 or more parking spots per condo, apartment and / or townhouse.
I would like to see more improvment on the soutwest part of the city
Please, please for the love consider the existing residents over more growth. Traffic, growth and
population is out of control. It has been a good place to raise a family but now many want to move
because we are not considering how this is affecting commuting and every day life. If we want to keep
good people this needs to be taken into consideration quickly!
Please STOP the government boondoggle that the City Council and the Mayor are doing with Light
Hub, the government Internet service.
We plan to leave American Fork because of its poor leadership. We need to slow down and manage
growth...not try to double our population. Roads are atrocious...only P.G. is worse. Stop focusing so
much on parks and spend resources on more important items. Get water rates more under control...bills
that wildly change by $40-$50 per month is ridiculous...the stock market has less volatility.
The lights need to be better controlled. When my husband goes to work, he leaves at 5:45 am. He gets
stuck at lights for 2 minutes, even though no one is anywhere around.
Why on earth would the city take providing internet? That's a private sector function, government has
no business in this arena!
I don't mind the apartments and lower income housing, but I'd love for them to still be beautiful and
managed properly.
Please do not move the fitness center. Please do not expand the cemetery further
I hope the city ACTUALLY does something about the too many apartments being built
I support LightHub Fiber
I'm in favor of Lighthub. I have researched pros and cons of previous cities and think City Council
needs to go ahead with this public utility.
please update the rec center. healthy living is so important and people really want a nice place to
exercise
The road infront of the frontrunner station needs to be fixed - more sidewalks and more light for the
traffic and people there. There needs to be MORE PARKS and BETTER PARKS. The current parks we
have not are old and doesn't really entice people and families to visit. There needs to be more LIGHTS
in the area in front of the Frontrunner station. There needs to be parks in that area too if all the "fields"
are going away.
I am embarrassed to have people visit because they always comment on the poor condition of the
roads in American Fork.
I am very impressed with the direction of our mayor and city council. Our public works people are
amazing, and our city is great. Please take the steps to maintain the sense of community and the safety
of our community.
South end of town continues to struggle with sidewalks and road quality
Single family homes are being turned into duplexes. Has there been a zoning change?
roads need lots of work
I love attending our community's arts/performing arts programs. I love that they are inclusive and largely
run by volunteers.
Would love to see more pickle ball courts at Art Dye. The ones currently there are awesome but not
enough.
Spend our money wisely.

Stop worrying about additional items like fiber. Get out of debt, fix the roads, give better services, get
rid of old codes, and slow down growth. Quality not quantity!
Lower mandatory costs, taxes, utilities, etc. AF is higher than every city around us.
We need a fiber internet. My cable company is the pits.
We don't have the infrastructure for all the multi-unit housing developments you are putting here.
Updating and improving the fitness center would be great. We drive to other towns now for newer and
cleaner facilities
water quality
With all the residential growth, road repairs need to be number one priority. The road conditions are
unelectable.
I do not want the city to get involved in providing/managing/regulating internet services
Please do something about the intersection at 300 N 600 E - there are so many accidents there every
year.
We’ve been very happy here so far. My biggest complaint is how expensive preschool is
I think the arts take a back seat to recreation ( sports )
I have been following the proposed fiber project and highly recommend seeing it through.
The last survey on fiber was biased and misleading.
Library needs more books, especially some of the newly released. Some neighborhood roads need
more substantial repairs than just an oil coating.
Transparency of mayor and council is disappointing. Seems like they only want you to see thing their
way to support their agenda even if it's not the facts
I just wish American Fork had a program to collect green waste from residents. It seems a shame to
put all of it into the landfill.
We need a Harmons or a Smith’s. Long drive for groceries.
The city is receiving millions of dollars each year thru taxes yet every time this is a need in the city the
Mayor and city council thinks the solution is to either raise taxes or use bonds. My guess is there is a lot
of financial waste and poor planning that could be used to pay for needs.
If repair to roads is proposed, don't weigh it down with parks, recreation facilities, arts and on and on
and on.
Internet service should not be a utility. Participation should be completely voluntary
200 West is an extremely poor road
I worry about all the traffic going through family neighborhoods to get to the western shopping areas. It
would be nice to have a new thoroughfare, but I know that would invoke eminent domain. Which I
understand will be very sad for many.
300 north 400 east intersection has too many wrecks, tree needs cut 100 n 500 east needs work. Gail
Harris shack needs condemned. Dogs need to be contained. Forced Fiber is a joke. Taxes are too
high. Sidewalks need work and force residents to keep them clear. Police need to document and
enforce Austin Averett.
We need more speed limit signs on North County blvd, especially between the temple and Timpanogos
blvd. A flashing one that tells people how fast they are going and that they are speeding. It's turning in
to a highway and is dangerous to turn on to or off of.
Please update roads to be able to keep up with expansion
I would like to emphasize my opinion on the fitness center: AF rec center needs an update, a total
revamp. a bigger weight room, basketball/ volleyball courts, walk/ run track/ indoor shooting range,
maybe? There is plenty of room if the baseball field is used also. There is so much potential with the
leagues and activities that people would pay for on top of normal rec fees. Thank you!
Please enforce not parking on the streets in the winter.

Better handicap access at and around parks. (sidewalks and ramping)
Better roads on 1100 S (heading west off 500 E), Harbor Road/100 W, and Storrs Avenue
Leaders, current and past, have failed miserably to maintain roads, especially inner city! I vote for no
incumbent.
Great city council members. Very supportive of the community.
Please manage the growth better.
I believe that everybody wants to have affordable housing, however, that does not mean that we would
like to have apartments and townhomes galore. Building single family units that are starter
homes/affordable is the way to go to make our community prosper, grow, stay safe, and not get out of
hand.
Drug use and loitering in adjacent vacant church parking lots and city parks is unsettling. Police need to
patrol and enforce safety more.
Roads are in desperate need of repavement in some areas. Particularly that back street which goes
from the homes at stonecreek to fifth East freeway entrance area
Please stop allowing apartments
We bought an older home and have been fixing it up but I feel the city could help those who are trying
to make the community better by fixing curb and gutter or putting one if people still have the old
irrigation. Also, safety crossing main street.
The roads are not in good repair on the west side of American Fork. There is more growth out here than
anywhere else, yet those impact fees are not going to parks and trails out here. It is unethical.
The roads around the new developments are terrible and need to be repaved.
Please leave some green spaces and not develop every speck of land:)
Thank you for your interest in the views of the citizens. American Fork is a lovely, wonderful community
for the raising of families and in which we take pride.
Forget fiber
if additional bonding or taxation is required to better maintain our roads, I would consider it.
A better effort of post city hearings should be in place. An 8 x 11 regular size sheet of paper with small
print stuck in the weeds of the rural roads does not actually notify the citizens in the area when they
can't even see the posting. I am signed up to receive the agenda's for all city meeting...but I only get
the city council notifications. Why are the other meeting notifications not sent out? (ex. planning
committee). Whether or not public comments are taken, these are still public meetings and agenda for
all should be sent out to those AF citizens who have signed up to request these.
The roads by the boat harbor are terrible. It’s not uncommon for tires to be popped on those roads.
The Rec center is severely outdated. The flyers supporting the Rec center always show basket and
there are actually no usable basketball courts at the facility.
Curb and gutter city-wide, better sidewalks; my daughter is in a wheelchair, and its a struggle to walk
around the neighborhood.
Again roads. Please pave new roads not just patch them.
Outdoor activities
More City activities at Robinson Park. Hot Air Balloon rides during Steele Days

There is a park called Mountain Meadows park that is not safely accessible or close to the newer
growth to the south toward the boat harbor. Adding a new park or better access would be excellent.
Most people don’t know the park exists due to its odd location and access point. Woodside homes has
500 homes being built and another park more south would be very beneficial. If the road potholes and
crumbling sides were fixed. Specifically Storrs Ave between 510 S and 640 S. 100 w between frontage
and 700s. 1100 S between 100w and 500e. The growth and traffic in this area is crumbling the roads.
Our safety is at risk as you cannot drive on these roads in two directions without falling off the sides
especially with the construction dump trucks passing you.
Monthly taxes are among the highest of any place I've lived, including South Jordan, and other higher
end cities.
Improved community input regarding taxes, growth plan and Building permits are not well managed.
Please, please fix the roads!
The cost of public utilities in American Fork is well above the state average. Those responsible need to
fix the problem and bring the fees down to a reasonable level. Before the roads were destroyed by the
installation of the secondary water the quality and cost of living in American Fork was better.
G5 will obsolete fiber to homes before network even built. All my sources from BYU, Provo City,
Newspapers G5 will be showing up next summer in Utah.
The only thing the mayor and city council do is raise taxes and fees and then justify not listening to the
people. The people dont even get BASIC services. They are arrogant and out of touch.
Cars driving 1120 N go way over the speed limit of 25! More stop signs needed and law enforcement
patrol.
Make the water bill consistent from month to month, no quarterly spikes.
We're super excited about FIBER! I can't wait!!!!
We’re almost land lacked, so please develop the final spaces more thoughtfully
We have requested a traffic study in our neighborhood behind American. Heritage school and nothing
has been done regarding the speeding that occurs on our road.
Utah county growth is tied to American Fork growth. I’d like to see more village centers throughout the
city and surrounding towns distributed better to alleviate growing traffic problems.

For the most part AF is a great place to live. It's becoming increasingly busy and it makes it hard to get
around but at the same time we LOVE the proximity to stores and food choices, so I guess it comes
with the territory. I feel safe where we live. One thing I have noticed is that AF city does not contract
with the garbage people to come and haul away large items. So for instance, I have an old trampoline
frame that needs to be thrown away. I do not have a trailer and no way to get it to the dump. I called
the garbage people and they said that some cities contract for pick up of large items but AF city does
not. This is not the first item I have needed to be hauled away. It's currently sitting in my backyard
against a fence, rusting away until I can figure out what to do with it. Please look into contracting for
pick up of large items. I know i am not the only one in my neighborhood with the same problem. I
actually don't have friends with trailers and I am certainly not putting it in my suburban or on top of the
suburban, that would be unsafe. This is a problem. Please look into it. One last thing. Please fix the
striping on 1120 north between 150 west and 540 west. There should be a middle lane striped in there,
but instead we have wasted space striped off. It feels like you are going to hit oncoming traffic. Other
parts of 1120 north on this stretch of road have a middle lane (even if it's not a full middle lane), it's
there but for some reason this specific stretch narrows down with no middle lane and leaves extra
unused and weirdly striped sides. PLEASE fix this. It's weird and no need to have wasted pavement,
let's make it into a middle lane just like the rest of the road. And one last suggestion. I can't find a
library book sale at the AF library. Many libraries do this when they need to get rid of uncirculated
books or unused books or for other various reasons. Many other libraries do this and sell books for like
.50/$1.00 and so on, so very small prices. The best book sale is in SLC at the library up there because
they usually have a large selection to choose from. People would come and buy the books. Provo
does this, Springville does this and i know because I have gone and spent much money there and so
have lots of other people. If the library already does this then they need to advertise better because i
have never seen anything about it and I am actually looking for it. Just a suggestion. Book sales are
fun and get more books permanently into the hands of the city. Thank you.

Please spend money on roads and NOT the fiber internet. It feels like AF is going downhill because our
roads are so horrendous. It's actually getting to be quite embarrassing. I will it be voting for anyone who
is "for" the fiber internet. I know it doesn't effect this election, but I will remember who voted for fiber and
make sure to vote against them the next election. Figure out how to fund fixing roads and dangerous
sidewalks where our children walk. Don't take on an additional unnecessary project, which we can't
afford and will actually make our roads worse!
I wish the city would not allow so much high density housing.
Our water bill is higher than surrounding towns. We need it lowered, not increased!!!
Fiber Optics - DON'T FORCE THIS ON US!
The roads are horrible in the city. We have wanted the roads fixed for as long as we have lived here- 16
years. Why do the roads never get replaced? They “fixed” a road by us and all they did was put tar
down and throw gravel on it. One time when they put a top layer of pavement on the road there were
cars parked on the side and they paved around them and left the road where the cars were parked. It
looked SO bad! We are also concerned about all the traffic. There are so many new houses, condos,
and apartments. We don’t like all traffic. It seems busy everywhere we go now. When we first moved
here we loved that it wasn’t so busy.
Terminate the fiber optics program. This is a bad idea and should not be mandated that everyone pays
for it. It is not a public utility and should be handled by the private marketplace. Put it to a vote and let
the citizens decide if they want it.
Please do not allow any more apartments and townhouses. It ruins the city and schools.
Very little trust in the city council. Like the bond to fix parks was put into parks but other money
removed so while technically the money went to parks the end result was decptive.

Glad ta be a caveman.it has grown too much all over Utah county.but I'm old school.so I seen and lived
in a.f back when it was like the garden of eden.but a.f is and always will be the best town in Utah county
.great people here .glad ta be apart of the ship.
I have lived in several other states, and all of their libraries are connected. You can request/reserve
books from other libraries, and they will be sent to you me library to pick up. You can also return books
to any library in the system.
Please keep city fees stable as much as possible.
Roads should be fixed and maintained quicker. Potholes are everywhere.
Reduce expenses.
Stop adding fees and increasing utilities
Although our law enforcement is 'ok' I would like to see them ramped up to be THE place where officers
want to work AND live. No, I don't work for the force but I respect and honor them for the never ending
unnerving job job they do.
Fix the roads!!!!!
Stop spending money on roundabouts, parks, firehouses and send those budget dollars to fund roads.
Thank you for getting our opinions. I hope this helps improve our wonderful city.
Increased library funding would also make the city a better place to live.
I would love to see a dedicated dog park.
Stop spending money on stupid things like internet and put it towards repairing roads and building
sidewalks.
Please prioritize fixing roads and putting in sidewalks and streetlights. It’s honestly embarrassing how
much we pay in property taxes to not be able to walk from our house with a stroller to any park on
sidewalks
Great place to live. Utilities significantly higher then other counties I have lived in. Great the city is
looking into Fiber Internet to home. Great location for easy access to shopping, entertainment, and
recreation.
better roads
I'd like to know where the city stands on the proposed fiber optic network in the city.
FIX THE S CURVE ON STORRS ROAD. BUILD THE ROAD AND SIDEWALK. MAKE IT A TWO LANE
ROAD. CITY COUNCIL SHOULD HAVE NADE THE LAND OWNER COMPLETE THE ROAD AND
SIDEWALK. THIS AREA IS A HAZARD!!!
Anyway to move the traffic through downtown faster? It keeps getting worse.
Affordable housing
We like that the carnival was moved to Art Dye Park and we do not like the idea of a basic internet
being added to our city utilities.
Please do not continue to laden us with larger taxes for services we don’t want like internet. Also, I’ve
never lived in an area with police as pathetic as AF. Please overhaul it ASAP.
If there us any way to get a road from alpine hwy to north county Blvd. Without using 700 n or
timpanogos hwy. It would be amazing!
I would like the option to throw away yard waste in a separate bin from trash. I'd also love the option to
pay half as much for garbage and only have it collected every-other-week. It'd also be great if the
libraries would connect so you could check out a book from one library and return it to a different library.
Thanks for everything.
high density housing in my area (which was very rural)
200 south needs something done with it. Sidewalks, lighting, speed bumps... it is beyond rediculous
Trashy houses and yards make our city look horrible
Lots of congestion that needs to be addressed

Traffic is horrible and needs to be addressed
Retain police officers. We have a department full of rookies. It's scary!
HOAs are running unchecked and it’s out of control.
I wish the rec center would monitor entrances better. The joke for kids is that anyone can get through
which means I am paying for others to use facilities that are not paying for them. Also, they need to do a
better job at keeping little kids away from exercise machines. Just overall not monitored well which
increases density and fees for those who follow the rules.
Do not force residents to accept the citys revenue ideas
I would prefer to see affordable single family homes built instead of high density housing.
Just fix the roads like you said you were going to, especially 100 West (Harbor Road) and do it
correctly.
The roads are in poor condition, and are inadequate for the growth allowed.
I feel like the city council works hard to make AF a good place to live. I have had positive interactions
with city administrators and employees at the city offices. I would like it if citizens were made aware of
City ordinances and I wish there was more done to fine those who don't follow them especially dogs on
a leash and noise ordinances.
Roads need to be replaced without increasing taxes
Why is my comment invalid
Seriously need much better roads
improved public transportation. Bus service closer to neighborhood.
Please fix the roads ALL over the city. They are terrible where we live
better control of city expenditures
Please work hard to get new road bonds. I own a rental property on historic center street and that road
is terrible. How can we have city pride with such bad roads on our historic streets.
Please fix the roads. 300 east is a mess.
people that live in old house like mine deserve to drive in good roads.
Increase the appearance of Main Street. We have enough high density housing units.
There is generally poor cell phone reception. I get one bar in several densely populated and busy areas
Parking by the library on the main road is a terrible idea.
Police don't enforce traffic laws. Turning right before coming to a complete stop, allowing up to four
cars to continue through intersections after green arrow was red. I have seen cops right there when
this has occurred several times. But they ticket for speeding for only 4 miles an hour over the limit. The
more congested the roads become the more dangerous intersections are. The City could make a small
fortune around the High school alone from right turns without stopping at stop sign.
Stop allowing so many apartments!!
Let the people vote on the internet proposal
Please let residents know what is going on better--most people I talk to don't have any clue what the city
council is talking about--they don't even know they can see present and past council meetings online.
Inform people on the water bill, at least (even then, not every resident will get it if they are renting and
the owner gets the water bill).
Roads need a lot of attention, smooth out cuts to roadway, specific irrigation patches.
The city employees need to follow the rules of the road when they drive what ever vehicle.
Rec center needs overhaul. I use Lehi rec and they have a great facility
I appreciate all those who strive to better the community.
Thank you for making AF a good place to live.
New roads please

W Frontage road has a 25mph speed limit that is excessively low. It's not a residental street and should
be 35mph. I see police pulling people over at a high clip. Please consider increasing the speed limit to
35mph on W Frontage road in AF.
I am not allowed to park on the street during snowstorms, but I have NEVER, EVER seen the city clear
the snow up to the curb. Since they only scrape the lanes of traffic I should be able to park on the
shoulder of the road without being hassled or punished. Stop the socialistic values.
Thanks for offering amazing programs and activites through the library. My young family appreciates all
the efforts of the librarians. It brings a lot of community unity as well. Please fix roads and sidewalks in
the older neighborhoods south of main street and state street. It shouldn't have to take us complaining
for months on end to get better quality roads especially after the city tore it up to fix pipes. My neighbor
got his curb and road finally fixed because he went to the council meeting and complained multiple
times. Other areas in American Fork that are more affluent have beautiful roads.
affordable housing, so younger families could live here
Let's focus on updating the roads instead of the Parks
Survey wouldn’t let me fill in #7. Bad roads & poor traffic flow (from poor planning ahead in past). Don’t
agree with how the city has allowed homes being built too close to each other (fire issue), & the dense
complex buildings near 500 a East. Really, what were they thinking!? More taxes coming in now,
anyway!
Please consider updating the fitness center and also fixing the roads and adding curb and gutters
Please don't lock the door to the cycling classes at the fitness center. Consider having open access to
the spin bikes in the spin room.
Enough parks. Residents continually are told to conserve water and the city has to keep pumping
gallons and gallons on all the park grass. Parks should be for the residents of AF and not rented out to
other communities. 700 North is like the Indy 500, enforce the 25 MPH speed limit (do not raise it),
make the intersection 500 E and 700 N a 4 Way stop or a 3 way stop at 550 E and 700 N along with a
cross Perhaps reconfigure stop signs at 600 E and 700 N. Add speed bumps or stop signs on 550 E,
the entrance to Art Dye Park, the 15 MPH speed limit is NOT enforced. I live on 700 N across the street
from Beehive park and personally see all the issues I ask the city to considering investigating.
Creating fenced in dog areas/parks would be a great addition to the already fabulous parks!
concerned over forced internet
The fiber network is way too expensive for the value it brings to the city.
Zero running walking trails near me. Very disappointing.
I have notified public works about an issues with my storm curb and nothing has been done about it
Curb gutter and side walks by schools need to be better also the roads in American fork are horrible
need to be fixed
Considering the recent growth - the city seems to struggle providing basic infrastructure improvements.
When we need something to keep up with growth - it always requires a new bond to be passed.
After purchasing the ground from the State to make improvements, no improvements were made like
planned.
Great place to raise a family!

I know that growth is inevitable, but it's disappointing to see so much green land disappearing and the
amount of multi-family housing coming to the area. It's driving those of us away who are permanent
residents, not transients, who have been here for so long. It's getting to be so busy that it's becoming
gridlock everywhere. We didn't move here 20 years ago for that situation.
No city subsidized fiber please
Please stop building so much high density housing, please offer a yearly neighborhood dumpster
delivery, have you looked at allowing a developer to come in and buy Columbia village from
homeowners, perfect real estate right off of the freeway and Main Street and is visible from the freeway.
Sams Club maybe?
parks
City services (water, etc) are more expensive here than in places I have lived previously.
The railroad tracks were used for a total of 7 years. Let’s get rid of them and open up roads for double
lanes. Let’s let house owners have the option of paving all the way to the road instead of being cut off
with the tracks. They are outdate (1800’s) and no longer relevant to anyone’s day to day life in our cute
city of American Fork
Please encourage companies to come in with faster internet.
Do not install fiber, it is old technology that will be really old when the bond ends
No to forced internet
Why are city officials "pushing" fiber optics to all homes when our roads are in such need of repair?
Please get rid of HOAs. This has been more than a headache
We moved here to be close to the fitness center. HAST swim team is amazing! A great asset to
American Fork
Need to stop the growth. Too much growth brings riff raff. Let the other cities absorb the crap and keep
American fork the size that it is. It’s already over populated. But if we are going to continue to allow
growth, make sure we are attracting the right type of folks. Bigger lots. Less apartments and multi family
units
Too much and too fast on building houses. The majority are apartments and townhomes. We need to
limit growth and manage it better.
We are in need of more services for aging or disabled people such as a local meals on wheels.
Decrease the time it takes for development approvals and permitting/inspections
I don't believe the road safety (traffic lights, stop signs, speed bumps, etc.) are taken as seriously as
they should be. People are being struck and injured by cars that speed through neighborhoods, or on
streets where the stop signs etc. aren't as clearly marked as they could be.
If the roads south of I-15 were maintained. We are pretty much ignored out this way
American Fork is a great place to live and raise kids.
I'm eager to see fiber-optic internet!
I don't want to live in a socialist state. Use taxes only for what you need, not new services that a few
people want. In most cases governments shouldn't run services if those services can be provided by
the private citizenry.
Fix the boat harbor
Regulations around single-family homes being used as multple-renter units.

We have several broken side walk and concrete curb repair needs. We also have several youth
organizations looking for service opportunities or even fund raiser. Why cant we utilize our youth to go
around and remove the broken and damaged concrete walks and gutters with adult supervision, get
about ten spots ready to be prepped for new concrete and then have you guy's come in and re form and
re pour. It seems like a much cheaper alternative to hiring overpaid concrete contractors to do what the
youth of our city are capable of doing. Get ride of the "RED TAPE" and find ways to get the citizens
involved in some of these simple repairs.
Would love a nice dog park for my dogs!
Please don't put in Fiber without letting the citizen's vote on it
The City needs to look at the infrastructure and growth coming and invest more into the things that
residents and businesses will need for the next 20-30 years. Fiber and schools. The Schools are poor
relative to those in Highland and Alpine. Please invest in new schools, teachers, and classroom size
reduction and resources. Currently we are looking at Charter Schools because we do not feel the public
schools will adequately meet the needs of our children. The City needs fiber in everyhome and
business to compete, needs are only increasing not decreasing, cable is not enough. Both of these will
become a differentiating thing about our city and bring more people in as growth in the North of the
county is almost complete. We love the city, but need to see more serious approach and timeline to
these issues.
Would like to see more/better lighting and restrooms along trails and in some parks.
It was crappy of you to stick us with costs to change irrigation boxes on new builds.
I don't think the council has a true sense of whether the community really wants fiber internet or not.
rec center quality is poort
I think the fiber internet deal is a bad idea. You shouldn't force people to pay for something they will
NOT use.
We have great city council people! Thanks for caring!
Awesome place to live, thank You!
People run thru residential stop signs all day long, almost got hit twice...500 W & 1280 N
The road 1100 east by the hospital is a disaster to get in and out of the hospital. Go to hospital every
week and do not see road being patrolled for speeding. There should be a light by Taylor Drug. Traffic
is so fast on road to get on safely in high traffic times.
You take enough taxes. Manage it better and you won't need to tax us more
better internet please :)
We need more of our tax money going to our schools. Yes, I'd happily increase my tax load to pay for
the schools. And no, I don't even have children. I just think it's absolutely crucial that we pay for the
future. It's unacceptable that our schools have to ask for toilet paper donations because they are
underfunded.
We don't need city wide internet, we need good functioning roads more
Seems the Mayor is Pro Real estate rentals moving in, and this is offensive as American Fork should
not be a transient city. It seems the Mayor want to pad his pocket with real estate investor taxes than let
the land be for families
The proposed fire station, while needed badly, is poorly located at the boundary with two other cities
rather than in a more central location with 360-degree radial access. Also relying on an unbuilt
connector seems less than prudent.
Ordances not being enforced. ( renting , junk property )
Do not raise taxes. Require developers to control weeds on vacant properties.
No new taxes

Please fix the sidewalks. I run along the alpine highway from the Cemetery down to E 300 N and then
along E 300 N to N 400 W and I have tripped and ruined my leggings and bloody my shins really bad.
Revitalization plan to attract businesses.
NA
Road repairs and better snow removal in our area we often get overlooked being in hte northeast corner
across from the developmental hospital
More internet options, please fix major intersections to have stop lights,
Cities should be focused first and foremost on maintaining infrastructure (utility services such as
garbage, pressurized irrigation, electrical, ROADS, dark fiber internet etc...), as well as police and fire
fighting services. Everything else (i.e. parks, recreation centers, libraries etc...) should only be done in a
minimal way where/if funds are available. It isn't the governments job to please everyone with "free"
services that they're actually pay for through property taxes and causing those taxes to go up, as well
as forcing their neighbors to pay for their "wants". Additionally the Public Works department is crazy
idiotic to work with. They're desk jerks getting in the way of good people trying to improve their property.
Instead, work on being friendly, helping and going above and beyond to coach home owners through
government bureaucracy, and working to minimize red tape.
Development design is really bad bordering on irresponsible. The new commercial development on 500
E only has one entrance and exit. You can't even enter from both directions, it is really frustrating. The
big issue though is for the residents behind it. What happens if they have to evacuate? Hundreds of
people trying to leave that development with only one way out, that is bad. Please plan better, and stop
allowing developers to throw up tons of garbage houses and sell them for too much.
The library needs more room to run their programs for the children. There seems to be space that could
be enclosed and re-purposed for better utilization.
500 e needs more stop lights, road repairs in the older part of town, maintenance on sidewalks
Our roads are an embarrassment!
the upkeep of easton park needs to improved, the grass is dead, dog poop everywhere, the dog park is
especially bad with sand everywhere and not properly maintained, lacks running water, residents
trashing a park that is maybe one year old already.
We voted for the new Fire Station but think it would be best to build it in South American Fork where all
the growth and anticipated growth is. Not near Highland!
Please don't do a city supported internet.
I feel we should shift as much spending as possible to focus on improving roads
Do not build any more apartments/town houses!
Hire more cops. They are so overworked
City seems to be failing to become a leader in an economic area when compaired to the surrounding
area. I.e. retail, production, class a office space, tourism
Residential Street Lights are few and far between
Please we need as traffic light at 500 East 400 South, thank you.
I really dislike the way the city measures water consumption. I don't like that it isn't measured monthly. I
want to pay for the water I use. I also want to know how much I consume monthly so I know where and
how I can be more conservative with water consumption.
The library is awesome!
Stop increasing the property tax, stop adding bonds and increasing the utilities, find better solutions to
managing the economy and create more open spaces, provide incentives to go more green and less
impact on the environment, find ways to element pollution, be apart of the solution and not the problem.

Like I said to many Rental houses in residential neighborhoods I have 6 houses around my
neighborhood alot are not single families, it starting to look like a junky area, the people that own their
houses are fed up!!!!
we appreciate the way city mayor & council have been conducting the city business
Just Bad Police department when it comes to traffic rules enforcement - just check out how brazen
people drive over speed past the police department.
Please update fitness center
Needed road maintenance, and more needed road maintenance!
Add a skate park with lights at a place like Art Dye
better safety precautions near all schools would be appreciated by many. also the traffic on state street
during the evenings is ridiculous
We really need to either increase the amount of police catching red light runners in this city or buy traffic
cameras. People seem to be conditioned to run red lights and cause accidents.
Water, sewer and garbage costs are not comparable to other cities (Orem)
Very angry that fiber internet not part of survey & their "informational" website is just marketing. It is
unclear who or what was driving that initiative, as the website was clearly marketing for the people who
would benefit from having the contract. The survey for it was not scientific, and results not fully share. It
made me wonder if the promoter was a friend of the mayor or council. The proposed plan will more than
double my AFConnect rates -- and we still haven't paid for AFConnect. The whole thing is shameful.
It would be really awesome if we had a couple days a year when we could put out yard waste for pickup
by the city (maybe one or two in spring, and one or two in fall).
Consider building more city streets that won't overcrowd.
Also in my neighborhood, there are a numerous properties that let the goathead pokies grow. These
spread. Kids cant ride bikes without getting daily flats, and my jogging stroller is not useable. I wish
there were something I could do about this.
We don’t need the extra wi-fi you are proposing
Taxes are too high. Other city's are cheaper. Spanish fork for example offers more for less
I think the city is well-run, just getting really crowded
Better roads connecting the East and west sides of American Fork would help a lot
Some of the sidewalks in the southeast area could use repair.
Our suspension is shot in both of our cars due to the crappy roads. Please fix the roads!
More trails for biking/jogging would be nice
Expanding cemeteries by tearing down parks is not sustainable in a rapid growing area and should not
have been done and should definitely not be continued.
Need better internet options
Animal control is mediocre at best.
Thanks to the mayor and council for all their efforts and good work.
It just looks old
Beautify downtown. Paint eyesore of a pawnshop
If we have to have the huge green power boxes in our yards they should be leveled or updated. They
are ugly, not level and huge!
Do not raise the taxes. I saw a letter proposing the taxes to more than double. Please do not do this.
Sidewalks

